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Abstract—Synchronization is the first operation in a digital
baseband receiver. The accuracy of the synchronizer shapes up
the performance of the baseband receiver. Synchronization is
broadly divided into Carrier Frequency and Phase Synchroniza-
tion, Symbol Timing and Frame Synchronization. If number of
false detections in frame synchronization are high then large
amount of power is wasted for processing unwanted packets. In
this paper, we are proposing a packet detection and transmission
system with differential encoding for low power IoT networks
which reduces the number of false packet detections compared
to existing preamble detection techniques. The proposed frame
synchronization method decides packet is valid or not by cross
correlating received packet with fixed preamble sequence and
determine its boundaries. The proposed system is analyzed with
smart metering power data and corresponding probabilities of
packet missing and false detection, power consumption and
bit error rate are analyzed. At 3 dB SNR the number of
false detections are reduced by 170 compared to conventional
correlation method thereby saving 15.8 % of processing power
at receiver.

Index Terms—ZigBee, Packet Detection, Differential Encoding,
Correlation, Bit Error Rate.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the ever increasing wireless traffic, the nodes in an IoT
scenario faces a challenge of accurately detecting a packet.
Erroneous packet detection can be classified as missing a
packet and falsely detecting a packet. The former reduces the
throughput and increases the latency in the system. The latter
consumes receiver’s processing power without giving any valid
information. In this paper, we are proposing IEEE 802.15.4-
PHY packet detection and transmission system with differen-
tial encoding which reduces the number of false detections
thereby reducing processing power at receiver.

Several frame synchronization and packet detection tech-
niques have been proposed for digital baseband receivers.
Correlation of the incoming packet with the known preamble
sequence is the most widely used method. In [1], author proved
that an optimum detection can be achieved by maximizing
the sum of correlation and correction term. In [2], authors
rigorously analyzed various techniques and derived that high
SNR rule gives nearly optimum detection and are easily
implemented. These techniques, however works perfectly for
continuous transmission with periodically inserted preamble.
But, in IoT scenario, the transmission is asynchronous where
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Fig. 1: Physical Layer Packet Structure

sensor node transmits data at random intervals. An Optimum
detection rule, an approximation of Maximum Likelihood
(ML) rule for asynchronous transmission is derived in [3]
for a packet where a fixed bit sequence precedes the random
data. IEEE 802.15.4-PHY packet has a fixed 32 bit preamble
sequence of all zeros followed by physical header and payload
as shown in Fig. 1. A low power ZigBee baseband processor is
proposed in [4] where frame synchronization uses a modified
delay-and-correlation method. In [5], authors proposed a dif-
ferential preamble detection where the correlation is applied
to a differential encoded data and analyzed the probabilities
of missing a preamble and falsely detecting a preamble on a
BPSK modulated signals.

In this paper, we are proposing preamble detection with
differential encoding technique for low power IoT networks
which are using IEEE 802.15.4-PHY radio with Orthogonal
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (OQPSK) modulation. We
proposed an optimum threshold for the correlation peak value
based on the experimental results of probabilities of missing
and falsely detecting a packet. The number of false detections
are reduced by using differentially encoding the data packets
before transmitting which reduces the processing power con-
sumption at receiver. The Bit Error Rate (BER) comparisons
of both proposed and existing packet detection techniques is
also analyzed.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
briefly describes the proposed system architecture for low
power IoT networks. Section III discusses the preamble based
packet detection with differential encoding. The performance
analysis of proposed architecture is presented in Section IV
followed by conclusion in Section V.
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sion System Architecture
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Fig. 3: Block Level Architecture of ZigBee Transmission
System

II. PROPOSED LOW POWER SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The holistic view of proposed low power packet detection
and transmission system architecture is shown in Fig. 2. Sensor
data is differentially encoded and transmitted by using dif-
ferential encoder and IEEE 802.15.4 transmitter respectively.
Output of packet detection block used as enable signal for
receiver. The detailed description of differential encoding and
packet detection is presented in next section. The proposed
architecture can be applicable to any kind of IoT applications
like health care, smart metering, smart home, environmental
monitoring etc.. For simulation purpose, we analysed the
proposed system with power data collected at IITH by using
continuous power monitoring unit. The transmission packet
at physical layer is made of physical layer header and data
payload from the upper layers. Every packet is differentially
encoded before transmitting by using differential encoder. The
false packet detections are reduced due to differential encoding
which reducing the power consumption at the receiver.

The block level architecture of ZigBee transmission system
is as shown in Fig. 3. The maximum input data rate supported
by this ZigBee radio is 250 Kbps. It converts every four bits
as one symbol by using bit to symbol mapping and symbol to
chip mapping uses Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS)
spreading to spread every four bit symbol into a 32 bit chip
sequence which increasing data rate to 2 Mbps. So, both In-
phase and Quadrature-phase (I and Q) components are having
1 Mbps data rate each. The spreading sequences used for
IEEE 802.15.4 are presented in [6]. Half Sine (HS) pulse
shaping with OQPSK modulation is used to band limit the
transmitting pulse and modulate to required band of frequency
for transmission.

The received packet at ZigBee receiver under gone fil-
tering to improve signal strength and then demodulated by
OQPSK demodulation. Then chip to symbol mapping down
converts the resulting 2 Mbps data sequence into four bit
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Fig. 4: Differential Encoding

symbols. Symbol to bit mapping used to convert every four
bit symbol into bit sequence. The detailed description about
IEEE 802.15.4-PHY radio is discussed in [6]. The ZigBee
receiver decides whether received packet is to be processed
or discarded based on the feedback from the packet detection
block. If feedback is binary 1 then ZigBee receiver process the
packet else if feedback is binary 0 then it discards the packet
without processing.

Packet detection block collects packet from ZigBee receiver
and process the packet to find whether it is valid ZigBee
packet or not. If it finds that the packet is valid then it sends
binary 1 as feedback to receiver else it sends binary 0 as
feedback. If packet is valid then data sent by ZigBee receiver
is differentially decoded and transmitted to upper layers.

III. DIFFERENTIAL ENCODING BASED PACKET DETECTION

The proposed system aims at low power consumption by
differentially encoding every packet before transmitting. The
added advantage by differential encoding is number of false
detections are reduced compared to other transmission systems
which are not having encoding method. The differential encod-
ing is done by following the equation (1) which is also shown
in Fig. 4. The differentially encoded packet is transmitted using
IEEE 802.15.4 radio. At receiver packet is recovered by using
ZigBee receiver and transmitted to packet detection block to
decide whether it is a valid packet or not.

yk = xk ⊕ yk−1 (1)

The preamble sequence present in the received packet is
correlated with fixed reference sequence to identify it is a valid
packet or not.Fig. 5clearly explains procedure involved in the
packet detection in proposed architecture. The received packet
is cross correlated by taking 32 bits at a time with reference
data which is a fixed preamble sequence. In every correlation,
the peak value of correlation coefficients is compared with
predefined threshold value. If the peak value of correlation
is greater than threshold then it decides that packet is valid
ZigBee packet and sends binary 1 as feedback to receiver. If
the peak value is less than threshold then it decides as invalid
packet and sends binary 0 as feedback to receiver.

Correlation is performed by considering a 32 bit window,
once the decision is completed window is shifted by one bit
and the process is repeated until all the bits of received packet
are correlated. As all the packets are transmitted through
a noisy channel exact detection of every valid packet may
not possible even an optimum threshold value is used and
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Fig. 5: Block Diagram of Packet Detection Procedure

there may be correlation peak values at other than preamble
sequence which are greater than threshold leading to a false
packet detection. All these these cases of valid detection,
packet missing and false packet detection are considered in our
simulations and corresponding results are presented in section
IV.

To identify whether the detection is valid or false detection,
the last bit time index values of window are stored whenever
the correlation peak value is greater than threshold. If the
time index value is equal to that of last bit of preamble
sequence then it is identified as valid packet detection oth-
erwise it is false detection. If there is no peak detection at
the preamble last bit time index then packet is missing. we
calculated probabilities of false detection and packet missing
and these two are considered as key performance metrics in
our simulations. The packet missing probabilities of proposed
architecture are almost same as that of correlation method
which means the packet missing probabilities are not effected
by differential encoding. The false detection probabilities of
proposed architecture are reduced compared to correlation
method which reduces unwanted packet processing at receiver
thereby reducing power consumption. The packet missing
probability (Pm) and false detection probability (Pf ) are
calculated by using equation (2).

Pm =
Nm

Nt
, Pf =

Nf

Nd
(2)

Where Nm represents number of packets missed, Nt is total
number of packets transmitted, Nf is number false detections
and Nd represents total number of detections.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED
ARCHITECTURE

The proposed packet detection and transmission system is
analyzed by using the smart metering power data collected at
our organization using power monitoring unit. For simulation,
we considered packet length as 96 bits and optimum threshold
as 28. All the simulations are performed for 1000 packets with
optimum threshold.

A. Comparison of packet missing and false detection proba-
bilities

Packet missing and false detection probabilities are impor-
tant parameters to be analyzed for proposed packet detection
method. By transmitting differentially encoded data there
is no change in the packet missing probabilities compared
to correlation method without encoding. Fig. 6 reflects the
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Fig. 6: Comparison of packet missing probabilities for thresh-
old of 28
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Fig. 7: Comparison of false detection probabilities for thresh-
old of 28

comparison of packet missing probabilities of proposed archi-
tecture with that of correlation method. Differential encoding
reduces long runs of zeros in transmitting data which reduces
the peak values greater than threshold in packets. The false
detection probabilities are increasing with SNR for a fixed
threshold. The false detection probabilities comparison with
respect to SNR for optimum threshold of 28 is shown in
8. These false detections are further decreased by increasing
the threshold value. But, if threshold is increased then packet
missing probability is increasing. So, optimum threshold is
calculated for which both probabilities are as low as possible.
The comparison between packet missing and false detection
probabilities for different values of thresholds for a fixed
SNR of 0 dB is shown in Fig. 8. For finding optimum
threshold, the average value of point of intersections of both
probability curves for different SNRs is calculated. The point
of intersections for different SNRs is shown in TABLE I. The
ideal value of threshold is 32 and optimum value calculated
is 28.

B. Power consumption analysis

The power consumption analysis is done by calculating
power required for processing one ZigBee packet by assuming
3.3 V voltage and 17 mA current consumption in ON state of
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parison for SNR 0 dB

TABLE I: Optimum threshold calculation

SNR in dB Point of intersection
0 25.5
1 27.3
2 29.1
3 30.8

IEEE 802.15.4-PHY [7]. The equation (3) represents the power
consumption for single ZigBee packet.

Pcon =
V ∗ I ∗ L

R
(3)

Where L is length of packet and R is maximum transmission
rate of ZigBee. The power consumption for false detections
for different values of SNRs are compared for both methods
of packet detections and presented in Fig. 9 for threshold of
28 . From the Fig. 9, it is clear that at low values of SNR the
amount of power saving is very low but if SNR is increasing
amount of power saving is also increasing. At SNR 3 dB, the
number of false detections are reduced by 170 compared to
correlation method. The processing power is saved by 15.8
% at receiver by using differential encoding method for 1000
packets.

C. Bit error rate analysis

The BER analysis for proposed differential encoding based
packet detection is almost same as that of packet detection
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Fig. 9: Power consumption comparison for threshold of 28
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Fig. 10: BER comparison for threshold of 28

method without encoding. Fig. 10 shows the BER comparison
of both packet detection methods for different values of SNRs.
At From Fig. 10 one can observe that, at low SNRs BER
performance is same in both methods and at high SNRs
proposed method is performing slightly better than existing
method.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed IEEE 802.15.4-PHY packet
detection and transmission system with differential encoding
for low power IoT applications. The proposed system has
less number of false detections compared to correlation based
preamble detection method. The performance of proposed
architecture is analyzed with smart metering power data and
an optimum threshold is selected so that both packet missing
and falsely detecting probabilities are as low as possible. The
power consumption, BER, packet missing and falsely detecting
packet probabilities for optimum threshold are compared with
correlation method. The percentage of power saving is 15.8%
in proposed architecture compared to correlation method.
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